Face and signature are still two most dominant authentication modes in banking, legal documents, or personnel records in spite availability of more robust biometric modes. Hence, it is imperative to develop low-cost and reliable automated face recognition and signature verification system. Therefore, this paper presents our work in development of a two-in-one portable low-cost dsPIC30F3013 digital signal processing microcontroller based system for real time face recognition and signature verification. The face recognition part of the system is based on eigenface method, while the offline signature verification is based on 12-dimensional feature vector derived from the signature's geometric attributes.
INTRODUCTION
Face and handwritten signature have been the two dominant and acceptable means of personal identification in authentication and authorisation. In spite of their shortcoming in foolproof identification, they still remain the most popular particularly in financial transaction, legal document, and institutions of higher learning. A strong reason for this popularity can be attributed to the fact facial passport and handwritten signature can easily be used for personal identification in absentia of the person. The banking industry still talk about signatory to an account with the signatory's facial photograph attached; in a university system, students are required to sign in and out of examinations; and identity cards for numerous applications often carry signature and facial photograph. Hence, the recent research upsurge in provision of automatic face recognition and signature verification by machine. This paper presents our work in development of a two-in-one portable low-cost microcontroller based system for real time face recognition and signature verification. People find it relatively easier to recognise faces of their own race but this is immaterial for face recognition by machine. The face recognition part of the system is based on the principle of principal component analysis, PCA, also known as eigenface in a face space for face recognition [1 ,2 ] . The eigenface method is now widely used in face recognition because of its effectiveness and modest computational requirement [1 ,2, 3,4 ] . However, face recognition rate using eigenface is easily degraded by variation in illumination conditions, inconsistency in size of acquired face image, and rotation in face. Hence, measures are put in place in this work to handle these sources of degradations. Signature verification can be in two forms depending on method of acquisition for processing, namely, offline signature; and online signature. Signatures appended on papers, bank cheques, or documents and later scanned for automatic verification are referred to as offline signature verification. This verification process is based on the image of the signature, hence, susceptible to forgery. On the other hand, online signature verification is based on dynamic features of the signature extracted as the signature is being signed. It is a process that is more resilient to forgery than offline signature verification since the process is not directly visible to man but machine. Because the aforementioned applications are based on signatures signed on material for later processing, this paper is concerned with offline signature verification. There are three types of signature forgeries, namely, random forgery, simple forgery, and skilled forgery. Random forgery is a signature presented by an impostor which is neither based on the knowledge of the owner's name nor his/her genuine signature. But in the case of simple forgery, the impostor presents a signature based only on the knowledge of the owner's name. And a skilled forgery, is based on a signature presented after a desirable access to the owner's genuine signature. This work considers the three types of forgeries. The face recognition method is based on eigneface algorithm while the offline signature verification is based on feature vectors extracted from geometric attributes.
EIGENFACE ALGORITHM [1,3,4]
The sequence of algorithms for face recognition using eigenface method is as follows:
(1) Pre-processing 
From the eigenvectors of the reduced matrix, the eigenvectors of large matrix C can be obtained:
These eigenvectors, U i , are like the face images hence they are called eigenfaces. Each of the eigenface has varying significance depending on the magnitude of its eigenvalue. Hence, it suffices to select a subset K' of the K eigenfaces corresponding to K' highest valued eigenvalues as characterising the entire training face images. These reduced subset K' eigenfaces are stored , in addition to the mean face.
(c) Calculate weight vectors by projecting training face images onto the stored eigenfaces:
The contribution of a stored eigenface to an zero-mean training face image can be calculated as a scalar weight. Therefore, a weight vector of length K' whose elements represent the degree of contribution of the corresponding eigenface to that zero-mean image is obtained by projection:
weight matrix is stored as reference templates.
Recognition of a query face:
On presentation of a new face image to the system for classification, it is converted to grey scale, and then normalised. Then the zero-mean image is obtained and its weight vector is obtained by projecting it onto the stored eigenfaces.
(a) Calculate weight vector for the new image: [5, 6, 7, 8] Offline signature algorithm consists of the following sequence:
OFFLINE SIGNATURE ALGORITHM
(1) Pre-processing Given K training colour signature images, each of size M x N: (a) Convert each RGB colour signature image to grey scale using eqn(1) (b) Invert the grey scale of each image such that the signature image has higher grey levels:
(i) Obtain row zero-mean of the signature image: The angle that the signature images makes with the horizontal line is known as the slant angle. It is the angle at which the ratio of horizontal projection to the width projection as the angle is varied becomes maximum. An edge point is a signature pixel having only one neighbour in the 8-neighbour window. A 3 x 3 structuring window with all its element 1's is slided over the the signature box to obtain these edge points.
(vii) Number of cross points,  :
A cross point is a signature pixel having three neighbours in the 8-neighbour window. A 3 x 3 structuring window with all its element 1's is slided over the signature box to obtain these cross points. 
Decision Fusion
The decision fusion depends on the percentage of closeness to the threshold of the corresponding biometric mode in question. If the closeness is within 10% and the classification result for the same person in the other mode is okay, then the correct result of that mode is accepted the final decision otherwise the final decision is not recognised/forgery.
4.
SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION Fig.2 shows the block diagram of face recognition and signature hardware system. The hardware core is the Microchip 16bit dsPIC30F3013 digital signal controller with an in-built DSP, microcontroller, 24 KB on-chip flash program memory, 1 KB on-chip non-volatile data EEPROM, and can operate up to 30 MIPS. Two C3188A colour camera modules are interfaced to the dsPIC30F3013 DSC, one camera captures face image while the other camera is either used as an offline signature scanner or as ID card scanner. The C3188A camera module is based on OV7620 image sensor with f6mm, f1.6 lens fitted , and 664 x 492 pixels digital data output. The signature scanner supports 300 dpi. Two set of external banks of memory are serially interfaced to the DSC. One set has 2 MB flash memory, and 2 MB serial SRAM for signature images. The second set has a similar configuration for face images. The face images captured by the face camera are down sampled into 200 x 160 pixels, while the signature scanner operates at 300 dpi. The eigenface algorithm and the signature algorithm as described in sections 2 and 3 are coded in C language using MikroC Pro for dsPIC and ported to dsPIC30F3013 on EasydsPIC6 development system.
EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
The system was used to capture face images from 100 persons, these images were downloaded to host PC in order to test the developed algorithm for face recognition. Out of these training faces, 40 most significant eigenfaces were stored. The recognition rate was 97% using face recognition mode alone. In case of signature verification, the same 100 persons were used to sign 5 times on A4 paper. Also, 20 of them were used as impostors to give simple, random, and skilled forged signatures. These signatures are then scanned by the in-built signature camera module of the system and downloaded to the PC. The recognition rate was 95%, simple and random forgeries gave FAR of 1%, while skilled forgeries has FAR of 45%. However, when the decision fusion was activated the recognition rate was about 98%. After these tests, 30 most significant eignefaces, and 100 weight vectors were ported to the system flash memory for face, while 100 signature feature vectors were ported to the system flash memory.
CONCLUSION
A portable low-cost embedded system based on dsPIC30F3013 DSC with two digital colour camera has been developed for face recognition and offline signature verification. The recognition results for face recognition and signature verification are satisfactory both on the host PC and on the target embedded system.
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